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The “ingredients”

An evolutionary code • Numerics
• Boundary conditions
•1D versus 3D

Physical inputs

• Equation of State
• Radiative opacity
• Conductive opacity
• Nuclear reaction rates
• Neutrino energy losses

Mixing treatment
• Overshooting
• Superadiabatic convection
• Non-canonical processes

Microscopic mechanism • Atomic diffusion
• Radiative levitation

Additional mechanism 
• Mass loss
• Rotation
• Magnetic field



Why do we need care of element transport?
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• the thermal and opacitive properties of stellar matter

ü Impact on structural and evolutionary properties;
ü Asteroseimic predictions;
ü Age dating of field stars;

• the amount of fuel available for burning

Any change in the chemical stratification affects:

ü Dramatic impact on evolutionary lifetimes;
ü Age dating of star clusters;

• the properties of the stellar atmospheres

ü Impact on the spectroscopic appearance;
ü Changes in Spectral Energy Distribution;

Why do we need to be worried about element transport?

ü Mixing and element transport do not arise from the solution of the stellar structure equations

ü These processes have to be included in evolutionary computations following recipes that involve a number of
free parameter/ad hoc assumptions and/or are affected by relevant uncertainties;

• in case of mixing, angular momentum transport



The stability plane: local criteria…
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Figure #. Sketch of the !µ " (!rad " !ad) stability plane with di&erent regimes labelled (see text for details). The diagonal line
dividing into half the top left and bottom right diagrams denotes!L.

to be satisfied (we recall that the pressure P always increases towards the star centre, !µ is negative, !T
and !" positive):

#µ < 0, (3.6)

!rad > !ad "
!µ

!T
!µ # !L (3.7)

and !rad > !ad. (3.8)

If #µ < 0 (µ increasing towards the surface), the medium is always unstable. When the gas parcel
is displaced upwards (downwards) by a small distance #r, its density will be lower (higher) than the
environment, and will continue to be pushed upwards (downwards) by buoyancy. The temperature
difference between the displaced mass element and its surroundings suppresses or favours this
displacement, depending upon the difference between !rad and !ad (more below). For the more common
case of #µ $ 0 (heavier elements are usually synthesized by nuclear reactions in the central regions),
we should consider equation (3.7)—the so-called ‘Ledoux criterion’—and equation (3.8)—the so-called
‘Schwarzschild criterion’. The second term on the right-hand side of equation (3.7) is positive for
a positive !µ (the composition gradient has a stabilizing effect) so that if the gradients satisfy the
Ledoux criterion, the Schwarzschild criterion is automatically satisfied, hence the Schwarzschild criterion
determines the presence of an unstable medium.

These instability criteria are ‘local’, in the sense that they can be applied layer-by-layer without
accounting for non-local effects that can be, however, relevant when dealing with convective mixing.

Figure 3 displays a qualitative sketch in the !µ " (!rad " !ad) diagram of the region where
instabilities occur, divided into four quadrants. The only stable region in this diagram is the bottom
left quadrant, where !µ $ 0 and !rad < !ad. All other quadrants are unstable regions, although the type
of mixing involved depends on the exact values of the gradients. If !µ $ 0 and !ad < !rad < !L (lower
right quadrant), the instability is called ‘semiconvection’.

The linear analysis in the semiconvective regime shows that if the gas bubble is displaced upwards
and $=0, its internal temperature will be slightly larger compared to the surroundings, hence its lower
density will favour a continuation of the displacement. On the other hand, µ of the raising bubble
will be larger than the environment and in the semiconvective regime of the gradients this effect will
prevail, causing the return of the mass element to its starting position. When $ > 0, the temperature of
the element returning from above is smaller than its initial value at r, therefore the restoring force is
larger upon returning than when the bubble was leaving its starting position. As a consequence, the
bubble returns back to a radial location r with a larger velocity than when it left for the upwards motion.
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Theoretical issues:

ü Convective boundaries

ü timescales
Instantaneous

diffusive

15
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(i) A diffusive approach [51] used for example in the MESA [52] and GARSTEC [53]
codes. The element transport beyond the formal convective boundary is described as a
diffusive process (avoiding the instantaneous mixing approximation) based on results of
2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of shallow stellar surface convection zones [54]
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The diffusion coefficient Dov is given by

Dov = Dc exp

„

! 2z
fHp
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(3.22)

whereDc is the diffusion coefficient inside the convective region (Dc = (1/3)#MLT vcHP ),
z is the distance from the convective boundary, HP is the pressure scale height at the
convective boundary and f is a dimensionless free parameter. Typical calibrated values
of f are " 0.01 ! 0.02.

(ii) Modelling of the mixing as ‘ turbulent entrainment ’, following the simulations by [55],
as employed in the stellar evolution calculations by [56]. The motion of matter in the zone
of convective instability is turbulent, and the rising turbulent flow spreads horizontally
near the boundary of the turbulent region. The interface between the convective region
and the stable layers moves through the stable region due to the continuous involvement
of new layers in the turbulent motion. The velocity Ve of the penetration of the convective
turbulent boundary into the stable layers is determined by the ‘turbulent-entrainment ’
law written as

Ve

Vt
= ARi!n

B (3.23)

where Vt is a typical turbulent velocity at the boundary (that can be taken for example
from the MLT), A and n are parameters that characterize the entrainment (A" 0.027 and
n" 1.05 according to the simulations by [55]), RiB the so-called bulk Richardson number
defined as

RiB =
l$b

V 2
t

(3.24)

with l denoting the typical size of the eddies doing the entrainment (some fraction of the
pressure scale height Hp at the boundary of the mixed region) and

$b =

!
!h

N2dr (3.25)

This integral is performed across a region of thickness $h that contains the convective
boundary, N2 is the the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. When Ve is determined, the distance
d over which this boundary shifts during an evolutionary time step $t is given by d =

Ve$t.

Despite the uncertainties involved in its parametrization, the treatment of overshooting is
very important because it affects the evolutionary properties of the models. For example core
overshooting during the MS produces brighter models, an increased MS lifetime (because
more fuel is available), larger He-core masses that induce a brighter and shorter lived He-
burning phase, and also less extended loops in the HRD (see Fig.5). Overshooting below
convective envelopes can alter the surface abundances after the dredge-up episodes [57], affect
the luminosity of the RGB bump (see Sect. 5), and also the extension of the loops in the HRD
(in case of the 5M" model in Fig.5, the loop during the core He-burning phase would become
more extended with overshooting also from the convective envelope). Age estimates of young-
intermediate age clusters are obviously affected by the amount of overshooting included in the
models, i.e. the larger the overshooting region the older the age estimate of a given cluster.

Diffusive
mixing

Diffusive
mixing

These diffusion coefficients have to be
estimated in someway…

This is not the whole story…
ü Microscopic processes: atomic diffusion & radiative levitation

ü Rotationally induced mixings



Convective mixing
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ü How extended is the mixed region beyond the formal convective boundary? 

Various implementations…

Pedersen et al. (2018)

a) Step overshooting: mixing assumed constant and istantaneous

What gradient in the mixed region?

convective boundary@distance

𝛼ov = 𝜆 × HP

from the formal border

Mixing does not affect thermal structure: ∇=∇rad (overshooting)

Mixing does affect thermal structure: ∇=∇ad (penetrative conv.)

b) Exponential diffusive overshooting (Freytag+96): mixing efficiency assumed to decrease further away the convective core
15
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(i) A diffusive approach [51] used for example in the MESA [52] and GARSTEC [53]
codes. The element transport beyond the formal convective boundary is described as a
diffusive process (avoiding the instantaneous mixing approximation) based on results of
2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of shallow stellar surface convection zones [54]
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very important because it affects the evolutionary properties of the models. For example core
overshooting during the MS produces brighter models, an increased MS lifetime (because
more fuel is available), larger He-core masses that induce a brighter and shorter lived He-
burning phase, and also less extended loops in the HRD (see Fig.5). Overshooting below
convective envelopes can alter the surface abundances after the dredge-up episodes [57], affect
the luminosity of the RGB bump (see Sect. 5), and also the extension of the loops in the HRD
(in case of the 5M" model in Fig.5, the loop during the core He-burning phase would become
more extended with overshooting also from the convective envelope). Age estimates of young-
intermediate age clusters are obviously affected by the amount of overshooting included in the
models, i.e. the larger the overshooting region the older the age estimate of a given cluster.
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diffusive process (avoiding the instantaneous mixing approximation) based on results of
2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of shallow stellar surface convection zones [54]
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d over which this boundary shifts during an evolutionary time step $t is given by d =
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very important because it affects the evolutionary properties of the models. For example core
overshooting during the MS produces brighter models, an increased MS lifetime (because
more fuel is available), larger He-core masses that induce a brighter and shorter lived He-
burning phase, and also less extended loops in the HRD (see Fig.5). Overshooting below
convective envelopes can alter the surface abundances after the dredge-up episodes [57], affect
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(i) A diffusive approach [51] used for example in the MESA [52] and GARSTEC [53]
codes. The element transport beyond the formal convective boundary is described as a
diffusive process (avoiding the instantaneous mixing approximation) based on results of
2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of shallow stellar surface convection zones [54]
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z is the distance from the convective boundary, HP is the pressure scale height at the
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as employed in the stellar evolution calculations by [56]. The motion of matter in the zone
of convective instability is turbulent, and the rising turbulent flow spreads horizontally
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with l denoting the typical size of the eddies doing the entrainment (some fraction of the
pressure scale height Hp at the boundary of the mixed region) and
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This integral is performed across a region of thickness $h that contains the convective
boundary, N2 is the the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. When Ve is determined, the distance
d over which this boundary shifts during an evolutionary time step $t is given by d =

Ve$t.

Despite the uncertainties involved in its parametrization, the treatment of overshooting is
very important because it affects the evolutionary properties of the models. For example core
overshooting during the MS produces brighter models, an increased MS lifetime (because
more fuel is available), larger He-core masses that induce a brighter and shorter lived He-
burning phase, and also less extended loops in the HRD (see Fig.5). Overshooting below
convective envelopes can alter the surface abundances after the dredge-up episodes [57], affect
the luminosity of the RGB bump (see Sect. 5), and also the extension of the loops in the HRD
(in case of the 5M" model in Fig.5, the loop during the core He-burning phase would become
more extended with overshooting also from the convective envelope). Age estimates of young-
intermediate age clusters are obviously affected by the amount of overshooting included in the
models, i.e. the larger the overshooting region the older the age estimate of a given cluster.

with

ü How do we reduce to zero the extension of the mixing region when convective core masses
approach zero?



SEMICONVECTIVE MIXING: the core H-burning stage

How much efficient is the mixing in semiconvective
regions?

• Various recipes can be adopted…

• A common approach is to use a diffusive scheme 
(Langer+83) with:
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Figure $. Pro&les of the hydrogen mass fraction X and the radiative, adiabatic and Ledoux gradient as a function of the fractional mass
coordinate, within a !.'M! model during the MS phase. From left to right, di(erent tones of grey mark convective, semiconvective and
radiative layers, respectively (courtesy of V. Silva-Aguirre).

layer has detached from the retreating mixed region). They are characterized by "ad < "rad < "L, and a
treatment of semiconvective mixing is needed (figure 7). There is also a narrow range of masses around
1.5M! (the values depending on the initial chemical composition) with increasing mass of the convective
core during part of the MS, where a narrow semiconvective region forms right above the fully mixed
core [69].

The efficiency of element transport in this semiconvective region has important consequences for
the morphology of the TO of the tracks—very efficient semiconvection mimics the case of overshooting
beyond the formal convective boundary and no semiconvection [69]—and the post-MS evolution of
massive stars [70,71] because it changes the H-profile above the H-exhausted region. To provide a
guideline, for massive stars inefficient mixing favours core He-ignition on the cool (red) side of the
HRD, while efficient mixing favours the ignition on the hot (blue) side of the HRD (and increases
MS evolutionary timescales). One could think that comparisons with the observed ratio of blue to red
supergiants (B/R ratio) could provide strong constraints on the efficiency of semiconvective mixing in
massive stars. However, other factors like the extent of the overshooting region (that acts in the direction
to reduce the size of the semiconvective layers), and rotation will affect the HRD location (and eventually
loops) during the He-burning phase [72]. At the moment no set of theoretical models seems to be able
to match observational constraints on the B/R ratio, that is also strongly affected by mass transfer in
binaries, which make up most of the massive star population.

Semiconvective mixing is included in these evolutionary calculations following various recipes. A
traditional approach was to iterate the composition in the individual semiconvective layers until "rad =
"ad locally [11,70,71]. More modern calculations adopt again a diffusive approach, including a chosen
semiconvective diffusion coefficient DSC. The coefficient from [10] is implemented in the codes STERN
[73], MESA and GARSTEC. It is derived from a linear local stability analysis [7], assuming the MLT to
determine the velocity of the gas elements (using !MLT = 1.5), and is given by

DSC = !SCK
6cp"

" # "ad
"L # "

, (4.1)

where K = (4acT3)/(3#") is the thermal conductivity, " is the actual temperature gradient and the free
parameter !SC determines the mixing timescale (larger !SC correspond to shorter mixing timescales).
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Thermal 
conductivity

Dash: Ledoux + no mix in the semiconv. zone
Thin dash-dotted: semiconv. with 𝛼SC=0.001
Thick dash-dotted: semiconv. with 𝛼SC=0.01
Solid: Schwarzschild criterion
Dotted: : Schwarzschild criterion + overshooting

Analytical treatment by Spruit (1992) derives a very inefficient mixing

Implementation of results from 3D hydro-simulations by Moore & Garaud (2016)
give a very efficient mixing, essentially instantaneous like in full convection



At the beginning of the core He-burning stage: logT»8.1 logr»4.1

The opacity is dominated by electron scattering – not dependent on the chemical composition -, with
some contribution from free-free transitions: k=kes+kff and kff /k~0.25
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How to manage this mixing process 
in core He-burning  stellar models?

SEMICONVECTIVE MIXING: the central He-burning stage

Unphysical situation
What mechanism to extend the convective boundary?

Michaud et al. (2007)

• Overshooting – self-driving process;

• Atomic diffusion;

• Shear instability;

C+O®

¬He

Semiconvective zone



Various mixing schemes…
Semiconvection

Other schemes

Diffusive mixing
Spruit overshoot

Maximum rate 
of He ingestion Spruit (2015)

All these formalisms rely on ad hoc 
assumptions and/or free parameters

Sizeable effects on:

Lifetimes, Blue loop extension, AGB clump luminosity, C/O profile…



Why do we need it?

Globular cluster
stars

Io dredge up

RGB Bump

Thermohaline mixing
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This convective instability is:
• a turbulent process;
• it occurs very fast

To match the 12C/13C ratio in field 
stars and GCs → Ct≃1000



Angelou+15

Theoretical issues: What value for Ct?

Ct≈200

Ct≈1000

Additional problem…:Ct~200-1000 needed to
reproduce observations, but Ct~10 (or lower…)
is obtained from hydro-simulations

(Denissenkov+10,11; Traxler+11, Wachlin+11, Brown+13)

First problem: not consistent values of Ct from
distinct spectroscopic constraints…

Hydrodynamical simulations of thermohaline
convection in RGB stars yield a turbulent
mixing rate that is by a factor of ∼20/50
lower than the value required by observations



Some issues about thermohaline mixing

Rotational instabilities and magnetic mixing
have lower diffusion coefficients than
thermohaline mixing

ü What is the interaction among rotation,
magnetic fields and thermohaline?

ü Any impact on the thermohaline mixing
efficiency…?

Evolutionary predictions strongly model-
dependent and affected by numerical
accuracy;

1M⊙ - Vi= 10km/s



Rotation & rotational mixings
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Evolution of chemical species:

Rotation has not generally been an ingredient of standard stellar models due to:

ü Increase in complexity and uncertainty;

ü (in the past) empirical constraints on internal rotation have been scarce;

In a convective region…:

• the interaction between convection and meridional currents is not well-understood;
• what is the efficiency of angular momentum transport? Solid body rotation or specific

angular momentum conservation?

atomic diffusionnuclear burning

circulation turbulence



The state-of-the-art of theoretical modelling

Cantiello+14

Some evidences:
•the envelope slows down as expected due to expansion and AM conservation;
•the core rotates about 10 – 103 times faster than empirical values;
•the trend of the core rotational rate is reversed with respect the observed ones;

Asteroseismology 
plays a pivotal role

the amount of torque between the core
and envelope is underestimated by current
RGB stellar models

Theoretical issue: A query for additional mechanisms:

ü Internal Gravity Waves
ü Large scale magnetic field
üMass loss



Diffusive processes
Microscopic effects due to collisions among gas particles induce slow element transport within
radiative regions

ü Atomic diffusion

• Pressure gradient (gravitational settling)
• Temperature gradient
• Chemical gradients

ü Radiative levitation

• (strong) radiation field
• Not fully ionized elements (so effective only in the outer layers)

Theoretical issues:

• Non classical interactions between 2-point-charge particles
• The limitations of the Burgers formalism…

Burgers formalism

Atomic diffusion efficiency is probably predicted
with an accuracy of about 10-20%

Theoretical issues:

• The evaluation of accurate grad implies a very detailed prediction of the ionization levels for all chemical species…

• An extremely computing-demanding task in stellar model computations…



Diffusive processes: a thorny problem…

Effect of diffusion on surface abundances increases with age and
decreasing thickness of convective envelopes

Along an isochrone the effect of diffusion on the surface
abundances is maximized around the Main Sequence Turn-off, while
the surface initial abundances are restored during the RGB phase

But…

Korn et al. (2007)

Diffusion but NO levitation

diffusion

Diffusion & Turbulence

Canonical stellar models predict a too huge impact of
diffusive processes on surface chemical abundances



Inhibition of atomic diffusion efficiency
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• Rotational mixings
HB stars in Galactic GCs

ü Why do HB stars rotate?
ü Why do they rotate with this Teff trend?
ü Also limiting levitation efficiency too large

overabundances for cool HB stars…



Inhibition of atomic diffusion efficiency
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• Rotational mixings
ü Why do HB stars rotate?
ü Why do they rotate with this Teff trend?
ü Also limiting levitation efficiency too large

overabundances for cool HB stars…

• Mass loss
ü A poorly understood physical process
ü The requested mass loss rates are about

2 orders of magnitude larger than current
solar mass loss rate…



Inhibition of atomic diffusion efficiency
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• Rotational mixings
ü Why do HB stars rotate?
ü Why do they rotate with this Teff trend?
ü Also limiting levitation efficiency too large

overabundances for cool HB stars…

• Mass loss
ü A poorly understood physical process
ü The requested mass loss rates are about

2 orders of magnitude larger than current
solar mass loss rate…

• Thermohaline mixing (due to the impact
of radiative levitation)

Dean et al. (2016)

ü Only tested for A-F type stars
ü The spectroscopic measurements are not reproduced…
ü The fit improves only (arbitrarily) connecting the two

FC zones…
ü The impact of rotational mixing and mass loss can not

be ruled out…

• Generic turbulence
ü an additional ad-hoc term to the chemical evolution

equations, added to reduce/suppress the development
of chemical abundance gradients ⇨ Dturbulence

ü No physics behind it
ü Different choices of Dturbulence calibrated on empirical

constraints



Mass-loss an (in-)famous unknown

Reimers’ law is rejected at the 3s level… 
but we can’t distinguish among the alternatives!

dM
dt
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GoldbergMullan
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modified 
Reimers

What efficiency?



Mass-loss an (in-)famous unknown

What efficiency?ΔMRGB=0.23M⊙

Y=0.27

Y=0.256

Y=0.286
ΔMRGB=0.02M⊙

Y=0.256

ΔMRGB=0.28M⊙

ΔMRGB=0.12M⊙

Salaris+16

η≈0.4

ΔMRGB=0.23M⊙ - ΔY=0.03 

• Model
• data



A non trivial issue: thinking to Galactic Archeology…

This impacts on stellar 
age estimates!!

Larger initial mass 
⇓

shorter evolutionary 
lifetimes

Casagrande+16

Can we (safely) estimate
mass loss efficiency?



From Asteroseismology…

Miglio+12

< ΔM>/M¤=0.09±0.03 (random) ± 0.04 (systematic)

From infrared (Spitzer-IRAC) photometry of Galactic GCs…

Origlia+14

Results:

oEpisodic…

oIncreasingly important when ascending the RGB…

omoderate dependence on Z…
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Superadiabatic convection
The mixing length is usually calibrated on the Sun: is this approach adequate for
RGB stars?

The solar-calibration of the ml guarantes that
the models always predict the “right” Teff scale
for (at least) solar-type stars;

However, it is important to be sure that a solar
ml is also suitable for RGB stars of various
metallicities

It seems that a solar-calibrated ml is
adequate also for RGB stars…

Basti models



Exploring alternative avenues…
An alternative approach to modelling the superadiabatic layers of convective envelopes is based on 3D
radiation hydrodynamics (RHD) simulations of atmospheres and convective envelopes that cover a
suitable range ofTeff, surface gravities, and compositions (Magic+15, Trampedach+13,+14)

• The mixing length variation over the H-R
diagram is small, but significant;

• The range of values found in this analysis (1.6–
2.2) is consistent with those used in stellar
evolution calculations ;

• α is smallest toward the high-Teff and low-g
side of the diagram, i.e. in the simulations
that have the least efficient convection (the
least efficient convection has the smallest mass mixing
lengths);

Trampedach+14 provided g-/Teff-dependent RHD calibrated T(𝝉) and αML - as well Rosseland
opacities self-consistent with those used in the RHD simulations…

What is the impact on stellar models?



The first stellar evolution computations based on 
3D hydrodynamical simulations 

The use of a variable αML with respect a
constant solar calibrated value does not
produce sizeable effects on the Teff scale

Salaris & Cassisi (2015)- Mosumgaard et al. (2020)

0.75M⊙

2M⊙

1.4M⊙ 1M⊙

3M⊙

The adoption of a different prescription for
the outer thermal stratification T(𝝉) produces
“larger effects” (in any case smaller than 50K)

1M⊙

1.4M⊙

solid: RHD T(𝝉) & αML

dot:  Eddington T(𝝉) & αML⊙

dash dot:  Krishna-Swamy (66) T(𝝉) & αML⊙

dash:  Vernazza+81 T(𝝉) & αML⊙



ü Results from 3D hydrodynamics simulations (rescaled to match stellar conditions) predict an
efficiency of thermohaline mixing orders of magnitude (Denissenkov et al. 2011, Traxler et al. 2011)
lower than required by stellar evolution models to match observations (Lattanzio et al. 2015);

ü Recent 2D hydro-simulations of chemical mixing induced by Internal Gravity Wave (Rogers &
McElwaine 2017) provide a diffusion coefficient for this mixing;

ü Lots of recent activity from the point of view of 2D and 3D hydro-simulations to determine
the mixing in overshooting regions (Meakin & Arnett 2007, Viallet et al. 2013, Viallet et al. 2015,
Arnett & Meakin 2016, Prat et al. 2017, Higl et al. 2021)…

ü Asteroseismology and Spectroscopical Surveys are providing strong constraints on element
transports in stars...

ü Reference/benchmarking Stars are crucial… What stars..?

@right time @right place? 

It is (maybe) not too optimistic to think that information from hydro-simulations,
spectroscopy and asteroseismology could – in the near future - lead to more reliable
descriptions of element transport in stellar evolution calculations


